Hippocampal neurons ''replay'' activity related to previous events during rest. In this issue of Neuron, Suh et al. (2013) show that this physiological correlate of learning is impaired in mice lacking calcineurin, establishing a link between synaptic anomalies and cognitive deficits observed in this schizophrenia model.
Replay of exploration-associated hippocampal activity during rest is an important aspect of spatial learning (Davidson et al., 2009; Karlsson and Frank, 2009; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996) . The hippocampus contains neurons that are active at specific spots in a maze animals are trained to navigate, and these neurons have been termed ''place cells '' (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) . Place cells are thought to encode spatial location and the overall pattern of hippocampal neural ensembles may therefore be encoding cues used to navigate. Several groups have provided evidence that replay of neural ensemble activity during sleep or quiet awake states is critical for memory consolidation and allows navigating using spatial cues (Euston et al., 2007) . Reactivation of neural activity associated with behavioral sequences has been shown to be more than simple recall of recent experience. Neural replay includes patterns of activity associated with all possible trajectories during the learned navigation task (Gupta et al., 2010) , suggesting that replay is a critical physiological element in high-order cognitive processes. This is perhaps one of the highest-order cognitive physiological mechanisms unveiled in rodents, as it relates to more than memory but to pondering of different scenarios evaluated in the learning process. The composition of active and replayed neural ensembles can take a large number of possible combinations, conferring a relatively small circuit such as the hippocampus with the necessary flexibility to learn in a changing environment, a feat virtually impossible with hardwired connections. The selection and reactivation of neural ensembles is perhaps the simplest solution for such a complex behavioral need. One could speculate that ensemble coding, with the large number of combinations of neural activity and their replay after experience, is a common mechanism for many, if not all, learning processes in the brain and not necessarily limited to spatial learning. If this is the case, replay could be an ideal measure to identify altered function in brains with manipulations intended to model disorders with cognitive impairment, such as schizophrenia.
To better understand the neural underpinnings of altered cognition it is critical to explore the impact of manipulations of schizophrenia-related genes in rodent models. In this issue of Neuron, Suh et al. (2013) show enhanced firing and increased ripple activity during replay in the hippocampus of calcineurin knockout (KO) mice. These mice target a gene associated with risk for schizophrenia (Gerber et al., 2003) and show altered synaptic plasticity and deficits in working memory (Zeng et al., 2001 ) as well as a number of cognitive and behavioral abnormalities reminiscent of symptoms in schizophrenia. This is therefore an interesting model to test specifically the neurophysiological correlates of altered cognition that may be associated with risk for the disease. The observation of enhanced firing in KO mice is consistent with convergent reports of disinhibited cortical circuits in other animal models and in patients. The critical new observation here is that awake reactivation is abolished in KO mice while basic physiology of place cells is intact. The findings indicate that altered calcineurin in the forebrain can yield not only synaptic plasticity deficits but also disinhibited hippocampus and altered complex behavioral outcomes. Altered replay in calcineurin KO mice connects a schizophrenia-relevant developmental manipulation with dysfunctional adult hippocampal circuits and loss of a critical physiological process for learning. Thus, the loss of awake replay in calcineurin KO mice provides a glimpse into what could be fundamental mechanisms perhaps relevant to cognitive deficits in schizophrenia and related disorders.
The neurophysiological bases of cognitive deficits in schizophrenia and other disorders with altered cognition are not well known, and more rational use of animal models such as in Suh et al. (2013) is needed to advance schizophrenia research. Progress in this field may be limited by difficulties in reproducing critical aspects of these disorders in rodents and to unrealistic expectations about what animal models can deliver. The field has been preoccupied, if not obsessed, with determining whether animal models are ''valid,'' and a large number of studies were aimed at establishing validity in different models. While validity criteria are useful for animal models of disorders with known etiology and/or pathophysiology, they have hampered research in psychiatry. We cannot expect to reproduce a disease as complex and uniquely human as schizophrenia in a rodent, and therefore all quest for validity is fraught. However, we can utilize manipulations in rodents to test hypotheses related to possible etiological factors and/or pathophysiological scenarios; animal models are most useful when, instead of making any claims of disease reproduction, they are used as tools to probe specific hypotheses, such as behavioral or physiological consequences of genetic manipulations related to risk genes, the neurobiological impact of environmental factors contributing to risk for the disorder or testing consequences of altered developmental trajectories in brain circuits or cell types associated with schizophrenia (O'Donnell, 2013). Suh et al. (2013) elegantly use forebrain-selective KO mice to probe whether an electrophysiological pattern indicative of high-order learning can be affected by calcineurin, in a manner that effectively advances the field by using an animal model to solve an important question. The term ''animal model'' is unfortunate; models should be viewed with a broader perspective, as reagents to probe specific questions about etiological and pathophysiological pathways. It is remarkable that most developmental and genetic models of schizophrenia do have in common a disinhibited cortex (O'Donnell, 2012) . Whether the animals were exposed in utero to an antimitotic agent, immune activation, or knockdown of the DISC1 gene (Giovanoli et al., 2013; Lodge et al., 2009; Niwa et al., 2010) , adult animals show loss of parvalbumin immunoreactivity and altered prefrontal and hippocampal physiology. Similar findings are obtained with other genetic models and with a neonatal ventral hippocampal lesion (O'Donnell, 2012) . These observations reinforce the notion that affecting developmental trajectories could alter adult excitationinhibition balance in a manner similar to what noncompeting NMDA antagonists do in cortical circuits (Homayoun and Moghaddam, 2007) . The study by Suh et al. (2013) provides further insight into the impact of forebrain alterations that are related to NMDA receptor function, such as calcineurin, on complex physiological patterns of critical relevance to cognition. Further studies with this and other animal models will be essential to gain a more thorough understanding of the neurobiological substrates of cognitive deficits that have been so elusive.
